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About This Game

Manage a team of ghosthunters and free London from paranormal terror in turn-based battles. Develop your own strategy and
build your business well.

Let's be honest - a ghost in your house can be a real pest. For centuries we have accepted hauntings as unexplained phenomena
which we can do little to stop. Side affects of living in a haunted home can include sleepless nights, headaches, smog

everywhere and in some cases even physical damage in the house.

Enough is enough, with your help we intend to put an end to these paranormal pests. Build, manage and develop your own team
of talented ghost hunters.

With the income from your team's work you can equip them with some amazing gadgets, but manage your budget with care not
everything is as useful as it may appear. Hunt your customers ghosts down - property damage should be kept to a minimum.

Take on the ghosts, follow the map, take in the lovely sites and stunning landmarks.

Features

Be the hero of the day and save the city!

True, challenging turn-based strategy gameplay
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Loads of ghost hunting with various equipment

Team management and strategic investment decisions

A London city map with famous landmarks

Tons of humour in text messages and game action

Original game music soundtrack

GhostControl Inc. Backstage Some data

London Map pixeled in 786,432 dots with several well known buildings like Buckingham Palace, Big Ben, London Eye, St
Paul's Cathedral and many more.

Different level settings like apartment, office, graveyard, The Tube or restaurant will create different challenges for the player.

About 150 ghost hunter portraits for „Harry Frankle“, „Hazel Nuts“ or „Roger Rapid“ - some of them depicting well known
gaming celebrities.

About 20 hours of game play.

18 different ghost types and numerous variations with nifty AI. Challenging boss fights with special scripting and a story line for
each of them.

More than 58 achievements.

Alarm phone calls start a mission with a unique dialogue systems that creates about 70,000 unique dialogues. On top 800 hand
written crazy phone call lines for surprises and to develop the story line.

More than 350 funny context sensitive shoutouts that pop up in speech bubbles and as audio, recorded with female and male
voices of professional voice actors.

Over 100 hidden references to other classical video games, movies or books are hidden as text or graphics in the game.

We have created over 90 devices of which most are actually useful in the game and a few dozen are actually pretty useless, but
funny.

About 100 news messages are sent to the in-game smartphone to tell players about the story line or some absurd 100% made up
stories that the player may or may not read. Also presenting 20 manufacturers of ghost hunting equipment in company profiles.

Original music score composed by Sound Of Games.

Over 100 hand crafted original sound effects.

Background information:

The developers of GhostControl Inc. are big fans of classic games such as GhostBusters, the original XCOM, Theme Hospital
and FTL.

In it's classic pixel art retro style the game comes with outstanding original graphics and a funny story line.
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Title: GhostControl Inc.
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
Application Systems Heidelberg
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014
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Amazing game play eveyday i recommend this. This game was fun for about 5 minutes. Its the exact same thing over and over
and over. Pick up people from a random site and drive them to another random site. It all takes place on a boring, open map
with little to get in your way or make things interesting. Oh yeah, after about 5 drop off, a helicopter comes after you and kills
you in 3 seconds. I cant believe I wasted my money on this trash. The reviews were what pulled me in, but there really isn't
much here at all. Think old school GTA but with only one type of mission and on a map that is much more boring. I think the
old gta may even look better.. So good to be back in StrangeReal again.

Do not get this game if you want a flight sim that supports all your fancy flight sim gear. It's not for that, never has, never will
be. This is a story driven action game that just happens to be about fighter pilots and jets and the superweapons that they can
apparently destroy with the 100+ missiles they carry.

Yea, not a sim.

For the PS2 Trilogy (or just StrangeReal setting) fans, this is a "Greatest Hits" of the stories, themes and events from all games
from AC3 through to AC6. There's lots of little easter eggs and hints about the previous games (some subtle some not).

TL:DR

So if you're a long time Ace Combat fan and aren't looking for DCS but with voice acting, this is for you.

If you're looking for a realistic flight experience with support for HOTAS sticks, then this may disappoint.

If you're generally new to flight games and want to experience a fun story that has the freedom to allow for outlandish scenarios
as it's not bound to being set on "our Earth" then give it a go and see if you like the first few missions. Won't be long enough to
miss out on a refund if you really hate it.

. as a brit and a fan of the RAF i had to get this game and i have never gone back since this game is one that will keep you on
yout toes and keep you gessing as to how big the german air raids will be.. I'm going to call this a "recommendation with
caveats" because it's almost impossible NOT to recommend the game based on the sheer premise of it, at least with the half-off
coupon. You're a mech the size of a skyscraper that inevitably causes massive collateral damage to the cityscape in the process of
delivering pizzas, which you do by punching them directly through apartment walls. It's like a more casual Crazy Taxi mixed with
Blast Corps.

Unfortunately, the game is a little barebones. The only graphics options are a handful of prefab settings, and the only game modes
are "endless" and "campaign". Said campaign is awkwardly cobbled together as a sort of variant on the endless mode while
relegating the actual core of the game, delivering pizzas, to the almost vestigial purpose of slight timer extensions while you focus on
completing one primary task; typically finding collectibles, smashing buildings, or killing some of the enemy units that constantly
harangue you. Endless mode challenges you to get high score medals, while the campaign does not.

You're usually told not to smash too many buildings, but there's no downside to doing so; it actually helps clear the path if it's a
route you'll be travelling regularly. Delivering a pizza always nets you the same flat time bonus, which will NEVER be anywhere
near the time you spent on the trip, forcing you to scrounge timer extension pickups for as long as you can to keep the round going.
It's HARD to actually earn gold medals in endless, yes, but there's a decidedly firm ceiling on how long you can actually last.

And that's pretty much it. This lack of depth is easier to ignore in a multiplayer game, say Starwhal, because you're playing with
friends and the absurdity alone can be enough to sustain a very simple premise. In a singleplayer arcade-style game, you need a
much tighter focus on mechanical execution and skill ceiling to really stand out, and I just don't think this has that.

It's still good, and probably worth the look. Just not great, which it feels like it had the potential to be.. awesome game!!!
runs on my potato (60+ fps) :D
perfect game to punch ur monitor\/keyboard over and over again...... I bought this DLC over a year ago.. shortly after it came out.
I remember seeing there was a lot of negative feedback on it. I can't say I remember why. I bought it for the achievements. If some
of you follow my reviews, you may have seen others like that :) I do believe this was patched some while ago and that may account
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for why I found no major issues with it.

The sounds seemed ok. I'm totally unfamiliar with UK trains in general as I live in the US. I can't say if the sounds were realistic or
not because of that, however they seemed pretty good - if not amazing.

The Class 442 runs on London to Brighton. This is not a route I had much experience on, so despite it's elderly nature, I had fun
seeing a good part of it. I consider this a good route for it to run on.

A couple of the scenarios were quite difficult. On one in particular the timing was off I believe. I was able to make it, but I had to
restart the entire scenario over. Just because the first few timestops were made on time, does not mean the last couple are possible.
While I consider this to be negative and will mark it as such in my list below, I did enjoy the challenge and the satisfaction of
eventually making 1000 pts. This may be why it got some negative rep. I can imagine there would be some people who would say it
was not possible... or just too difficult, however all scenarios do work.. 1000 pts is possible on all 3.

+ Reasonably good textures and sounds
+ All scenarios work and gold medals\/1000 pts are achievable.
+ Scenarios seem realistic with the exception of the time table on one - see below. They're all fun though!
+ All achievements work. I'm not finished with the one for running 442 miles, but it shows progress, so reason to believe it won't
work.)
+ Instrument lights and cab lights work well, as do wipers and gauges... all the things you'd expect.

- Bird poo on the window. Was that really necessary? It annoyed me. Realistic? Probably... But unnecessary.
- Dirty window in general where the wipers do not touch it. Yes, this is probably realistic, and a lot of DLC's do this, but I don't like
it. Overall it's a pretty trivial matter though.
- One scenario has odd timings. I believe they could be seen as faulty. The first three checks are fine. However if you are not
substantially early to (I think) the 3rd check, you will not be able to make the 4th.. I'm partially addicted to this game. It's just a
match three game created during the time of clones of Bejeweled. I recommend this game as something to play when you want to
kill time.. Aftermath is a little more longer than \u201cthe voice of freedom\u201d DLC.
Here you have voice of Brady instead of a dumb character & you must save Walker the leader of the revolution.
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Parov Stelar :). I played it today and no problem work great. Reminds me The Stanley Parable. Very good game. It was a
pleasure to play and complete it.
Voice 9/10
Graphics 10/10
Gameplay 8/10. Highly recommend the Pay2win doggo mounts to everyone serious about this game, haven't lost a game since I
bought this bundle.. I love this game but the version available here is broken. It does NOT WORK on Windows 7! Listen to all
the negative reviews...the game is BROKEN!
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